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Abstract 
Thermally assisted flux flow (TAFF) and flux pinning energies are studied in a Ba(Fe0.91Co0.09)2As2 (Tc = 25.3 K) sample via 
resistivity and AC susceptibility measurements in magnetic fields up to 18 T. The flux pinning energy U(T,H) is determined from 
the Arrhenius law. The pinning maxima well determined by resistivity measurements ranged from 1724 K at 0 T to 585 K at 18 T 
with a sharp drop off so that U(T=Tc) varied with the applied field H as 1/ . The pinning activation energies determined from 
the AC susceptibility data but were by a factor of three higher, which is explained here. Both inter- and intra-granular pinning 
energies are determined in low fields. The onset of TAFF temperature and the crossover temperature Tx from TAFF to flux flow 
are determined, showing the limitations of the Anderson-Kim model.  
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1. Introduction 
Studies of magnetic flux properties in superconductors can provide significant insights into the behavior of 
superconductivity in a variety of materials. For example, in cuprates, recent experiments by Shi, X., et al. (2014) 
show clear evidence that superconductor to insulator transition is a two-stage process due to the complicated 
interaction of magnetic flux matters and disorders. In the newly discovered Fe-pnictides, especially doped BaFe2As2 
(also known as 122 materials), experiments on the magnetic flux dynamics are scarce. Compared to cuprates, Fe-
pnictides usually show small anisotropy, high upper critical field, and large robustness of the critical current as a 
function of the magnetic field (Tanatar et al. (2009), Yamamoto et al. (2009)). It is believed that those differences 
are rooted from the difference in intrinsic flux dynamics in those materials, and thus a further study is urgently 
needed. 
In this work, we study the magnetic flux in the mixed state in the Ba(Fe0.91Co0.09)2As2 (Tc=25.3 K) bulk 
superconductor. Thermally assisted flux flow (TAFF) framework is applied to determine flux pinning energies as a 
function of temperature and DC magnetic fields up to 18 T. Our data are analyzed in the context of the widely 
accepted Anderson (1962), Anderson-Kim model (1964). We show major limitations when this model is applied to 
the data. 
 
2. Experimental detail 
 A Ba(Fe0.91Co0.09)2As2 polycrystalline sample was synthesized at the Applied Superconductor Center (at the 
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory), where Ba, Fe, Co and As were mixed, wrapped with Nb foil, and then 
sealed in a stainless steel vial. The sealed sample was heat treated under a pressure of 193 MPa at 1120 °C for 12 
hours, cooled to 900 °C at the rate of 4 °C/hr, held at 900 °C for 12 hr, and then cooled to room temperature at 150 
°C/hr. The phase purity of the samples was checked by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Khasanov et al. (2010)). It 
had the highest Tc (25.3 K) among different levels of Co substitution (Celentano et al. (2011)). The bar-shaped 
sample had dimensions 5.25x2.29x0.98 mm3.  
For resistivity measurements, 25 ȝm gold wires were glued by silver paste to form a standard four-probe 
configuration. 3 mA AC current was generated from a lock-in amplifier at 135 Hz to excite the sample and the 
voltage of sample was measured by the same lock-in. Measurements were carried out in the ohmic region. AC 
susceptibility measurements were performed as described by (Nikolo (1995)). The rms value of the excitation field 
was 1, 5, and 10 Oe and its frequency was 75, 173, 497, 1237, and 1997 Hz. Both the AC susceptibility and 
resistivity measurements were done in the presence of a DC magnetic field that was incremented from 0 to 18 T. 
 
3. Results and theory 
In the thermally assisted flux flow regime, pinned vortex bundles are thermally excited so that they are capable of 
surmounting the pinning barrier by means of hopping conductivity. The Arrhenius law describes the hopping rate 
and the resistivity in the thermally assisted flux flow regime, U(T ,H )  = U0 exp(-U(H,T))/kBT, where U is the 
thermal activation energy that varies with magnetic field H and temperature T (Nikolo, (1993)). We plot d(ln U
)/d(1/T) lines shown in Fig. 1. The slope of the lines, which gives U, is not constant as observed elsewhere in other 
high-Tc materials. Near Tc, the temperature profile of U forms a narrow valley about 2 K in temperature. 
Additionally, in fields of 0 and 2 T, we observed a double trough. This is indicative of the inter- and intra-granular 
regimes. We obtained the intergranular and intragranular pinning energies. See Figure 2. 
In the TAFF model, one can define a crossover line in the H-T plane. Below the crossover temperature Tx, the 
dissipation grows with increasing T in a thermally activated manner until the pinning activation energies are reduced 
to near zero at the crossover temperature Tx and flux flow occurs (Batlogg et al. (1989)). See Fig. 2, note the large 
fluctuations at temperatures about 2 K below Tc and as the resistivity shows its first increases in the knee of the 
resistivity curve, the fluctuations are reduced and we observe the onset of the TAFF regime where the activation 
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energy is not well defined.  Here, the Anderson-Kim Arrhenius description of thermally activated flux flow does not 
work well and a better quantitative description needs to be developed.  
At 0 T, Fig. 2 shows that there are two local minima for U; the first is 1370 K and the other is 1800 K. This 
indicates two regimes: inter- and intra-granular. The inter-granular region defined by weak links is the bad 
superconductor with lower Tc and lower critical field, Hc1b while the intra-granular region acts as the good 
superconductor with higher Tc and higher lower critical field Hc1g. The energy valleys occur at 23.80 K and 25.09 K, 
respectively. This suggests that the flux flow between 23.80 K and 25.09 K is due to the decoupling between grains 
because the sample is polycrystalline and we know that the coupling between grains is weak for higher-angle grain 
boundaries (Held et al. (2009), Inosov, et al. (2010)). Similar U maxima are observed at 2 T as well. 7he variation of 
this temperature difference between the two maxima, which is 1.29 K at 0 T and 1.06 K at 2 T, could be another 
useful feature for analyzing the grain to grain coupling. As the field increases further, the coupling region gradually 
turns normal and the distinction disappears. 
 
Fig.1. Plot of ln U vs. 1/T for magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 18 T. The slopes of the curves determine the activation energies. 
 
Fig. 2.  Dual plot of U/kB and U vs. T at zero applied magnetic field. TTAFF ON (TAFF onset) is defined where the fluctuations are reduced and U 
has a local maximum. Inter- and intra-granular potentials are shown. Extrapolation of the U/kB to zero determines Tx which defines TAFF offset. 
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Fig. 2 also shows the limitation of the Anderson-Kim Arrhenius model in describing the thermally activated flux 
flow quantitatively. Below TTAFF ON = 23.80 K, the data points are scattered and the Arrhenius model fails to describe 
the thermally activated flux hopping quantitatively. We note that resistivity is non-zero below this TTAFF ON 
temperature and thermal fluctuations play role in flux de-pinning. This phenomenon is reproduced in all measured 
DC fields. In fact, it becomes more pronounced at higher fields. 
In Fig. 3, we overlay the U vs. T data on imaginary component of AC susceptibility F” vs. T plot. Recall that F” 
represents AC losses as the magnetic flux is sweeping in and out of sample and the flux energy is converted to heat. 
We use 1 Oe for AC field amplitude at 75 Hz. No DC field is present. The peak in F” at 25 K approximately 
matches the intra-granular energy trough in U. In other words, as the flux reaches the center of the sample (and the 
grains) the AC losses are largest and the pinning energy reaches maximum. In addition, at about 24 K, about 1 K 
lower, at the position of inter-granular trough, the losses (and therefore the flux penetration into the intra-granular 
region) start to increase.  
We performed the same overlay for the F’ (real component of AC susceptibility) vs. T graph (not shown here) but 
did not find any useful information. The inter- and intra-granular regimes were not visible there, signifying an 
excellent sample that was synthesized to limit this unwanted granularity, often talked about in the context of weak 
links. This is all in contrast to a poor bulk granular material where the weak links dominate (Nikolo and Goldfarb 
(1989)). Here the strong intra-granular signal buried the weak inter-granular data in both resistivity and AC 
susceptibility measurements and the inter-granular state was observed only in the U vs. T graph. It is somewhat 
surprising that the slope of the d(ln U )/d(1/T) curve gives a more sensitive method to examine the inter-granular 
state than resistivity and AC susceptibility measurements. 
The slope of the Arrhenius plots shows that the activation energy is temperature dependent for constant magnetic 
field (Fig.4 inset). This dependence is not uniform at different fields and the data do not seem to support simple 
temperature fitting functions used elsewhere. In 3-D, the activation energy U/kB resembles a valley that is deepest 
near 0 T and shallowest near 18 T; it has a width of about 2 K at 0 T and about 4 K at 18 T, defining the TAFF 
boundary. A plot of U defined at Tc for each respective field is shown in Fig. 4. The data is fitted with a power law 
fit and we get U = const. x H -0.54. In other words, or U scales approximately as 1/ . Similar results were 
obtained on a range of high-Tc materials by Palstra, et al. (1988), Woo et al. (1989), and Shi et al. (1990).  
 
 
Fig. 3. Dual plot of U/kB and F” vs. T at 0 DC magnetic field. The F” peak coincides with the intra-granular pinning energy trough. 
H
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Fig. 4. U/kB is plotted as a function of the applied magnetic field PH. The data could be approximately fitted by U = const. x H-0.54. Inset shows 
full temperature profiles of U/kB for different fields, 0-18 T. 
We examined our AC susceptibility data as a function of temperature, AC field amplitude, frequency, and DC 
field, focusing on the frequency shift of the curves in temperature. Nikolo and Goldfarb (1989) did an extensive 
study on bulk YBCO samples (also Müller (1994) on BISCO samples) to determine the activation energy by 
applying the Arrhenius expression to the flux hopping rate that was linked to the driving frequency of the AC field. 
Here we report the results of the activation energies obtained by recording the shift of F” peak in temperature Tp by 
varying frequency f and then plotting ln f vs. 1/Tp. to obtain the slope, U, the activation energy. Fig. 5 shows energies 
that are a factor of three higher than the results obtained by the resistivity method.  
 
Fig. 5. U/kB, derived from the F” Tp peak frequency shift in temperature, is plotted as a function of the applied magnetic field PH. The data 
could be approximately fitted by U = const. x H-0.54.  
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Resistivity measurements rely on the optimal current path, where the current selects the best percolation path 
within the superconductor, while AC susceptibility measurements are more of a volume method where the shielding 
currents penetrate the full sample at temperature Tp. In our case, it appears that the F” peak represented mostly intra-
grain AC losses and the inter-grain component was suppressed. This suggests that the intra-grain region provides 
excellent pinning and therefore higher pinning energy, while the combined inter- and intra-granular region is 
governed by the weak links which have weaker pinning and therefore lower pinning energies. 
We observe that the decrease in the activation energy as the magnetic field is increased is very similar for both 
types (Fand U of measurements, giving validity to our approach. We get power law that varies with the applied 
magnetic field. As the AC field increases the drop steepens. For U = const. x Ha, we get a=-0.42 for 1 Oe AC field, 
a=-0.52 for 5 Oe field, and a = -0.75 for 10 Oe field. This frequency shift in F is further analyzed in our next paper. 
 
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, we determined the flux pinning energies of Ba(Fe0.91Co0.09)2As2 bulk superconductor as a function 
of DC magnetic field and temperature from resistivity measurements. The pinning well maxima ranged from 1724 K 
at 0 T to 585 K at 18 T. The pinning activation energies determined from the AC susceptibility data but were by a 
factor of three higher. This is explained within the context of inter- and intra-granular regions of the bulk sample 
that different measurement methods examine. In both measurements, the pinning energy decreased with the applied 
field H approximately as 1/ . In the AC susceptibility measurements, the AC field amplitude influenced the 
measured activation energies and their variation with the DC applied magnetic field. 
We find the approximate boundaries of the TAFF state. They form a narrow valley in the H-T plane that is about 
2 to 4 K wide. At the onset of the resistivity knee, fluctuations not related to the Anderson-Kim TAFF model, give 
rise to initial resistivity. The Arrhenius description of TAFF does not work well there and a better quantitative 
model needs to be developed.  
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